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* * SIR RICHARD STEELE,REFOR}~ • * 
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Requ1rements for the Degree 
Of Master of Arts 
Department of Eng11sh 
By 




Frofessor Dr. E. B. Fowler, 
the most human teacher of English literature 
it has yet been my pleasure to meet. 
PREFACE 
Because the critics of the eighteenth century admired 
form more than thought , Sir Richard Steele has been sadly 
neglected and all honours have been heaped upon his literary 
partner , Joseph Addison . Slowly the readers of the twentieth 
century are beginning to realize that Steele had all the 
originality , while Addison had nothing but polish. It is to 
present a few of the astoundingly original and influential 
ideas of Steele that this paper has been written. 
To the best of my knowledge after some extended search, 
the reforms of Richard Steele have not been treated,at 
least not in the manner nor to the extent with which they 
are expounded herein . Because of this , the material of my 
paper has been drawn in the main from a very careful reading 
of the fifteen hundred papers , plays,and treatises which form 
Steele ' s literary heritage . The search has been profoundly 
interesting,but it has been necessary to plow through many 
an unrelated subject in order to find a sentence which dealt 
with reform. The knowle~e gained thereby will,I hope,not be 
wasted. 
It is therefore with the feelings of a returned explorer 
that I present this report to the vulgar gaze . With it goes 
the hope that it may lessen the labours of some future 
student of the eighteenth century. 
Louisville,A ril 29 , 1926 . 
SIR RICHARD STEElE, REFOIDf.F..R 
The literature of refom is the history of civilization. 
No vice has ever been eli~inated or sublimated without a man to 
show its viciousness. Athens poss~ssed her Socrates, her Zeno, 
her Diogenes,and went throu5h constant chan~es of decline and 
reformation until her last ~reat reformer,Demosthenes,took 
poison and accepted defeat. Rome's history is a long line of 
refo~ing Brutuses,Ciceros,and Trajans,while her literature 
numbers among . its choicest treasures the reformin~ satires of 
Luci~ius,Horace,and Juvenal. In the literature of France we 
find Moliere,Voltaire,and Rousseau preaching doctrines of 
reform through the drama, the essay,and the novel. Germany ~ can 
boast of her Luther,Holland her Erasmus,Norway her Ibsen,and 
Russia her Tolsto1,while America is sprouting a thick crop of 
Henckens, nreisers, and Sinclair Lewises. 
EnBland has always been rife with reform moveMents. From 
the time of the Uagna Charta to the present day that little 
island has never been without its new movement. At times it was 
necessary to behead an unruly Monarch in order that the reform 
might be effected, but 1n general the people have been amenable 
to forceful argument and witty satire. In no age of English 
history was this more true than in the period of the Restoration 
and the r.ign of Queen Anne. T)efoe,Swift,and a host of others 
made their ~iving by writing pamphlets of attack upon various 
persons and institutions. There were foibles on every hand to 
attack,and a ready audience to listen,so what could be !!lore 
logical than the founding of a little joul'nal, tlThe Tatler," 
or the fact that its editor (as we shall realize more clearly 
when we have studied his life) was Richard Steele9 
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The birth of this deliBhtful person ,took place under 
circUl'!lstances which seeM to be peculiarly propitious for the 
production of men of letters,for he hiI!lself says "I aM an 
Engli shrnan born in the city of 't)u blin." The elate is sOMewhere 
near 1~arch,t672. His parents left no record,but in Tatler 181 
, , 
he informs us that the father died in his son s childhood, and 
the mother followed soon after, so that sorrow soon entered his 
life. An uncle guarned him and procured hiM a position as paBe 
to the Duke of OrMond. 
Of his schooling we know little,save that he Made the 
friendship of Joseph Addison and gained a very serviceable 
knowledge of Latin. In 1689 he went up to Christ Church,Oxford, 
~ 
where he acquired reputation of a student and a good fellow, 
and supported himself with the revenues froM the postrnastership 
of Merton. College and the postrnasterehip could not hold hiM, 
however,when there were wars on the continent; so he entered the 
army as a trooper in 1694. Thackeray has Made use of Steele's 
army career in P'Henry ESMond," and Steele !'!lade use of it to 
offer the' occasion for his first published poern,The Procession, 
celebrating the funeral of ~~ary II. 
Very Little is known of Steele's life from this time until 
the publication of the Christian Hero " in t70t,but we do know he 
rose to the'rank of captain and acquired a considerable name as 
a coffee-house notablei Th,!! Christian Hero,his first venture 
into the field of reform,is "an ArBument proving that No 
Principles but those of Religion are sufficient to make a Great 
Man," as the sub-title announces. This he proves from the lives 
of Cato,Christ,and st. Paul,and winds up with a politic eulogy 
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of WilliB.l!l II!. 
Having been draeeed into a duel,he wounded his opponent, 
but thereby crystallized his opposition to the prevailing 
institution of "satisfaction." 
To initiate his vie;orous caJ"llpaie;n ae;ainst vice,he wrote, 
in t70t,a cOMedy called The Funeral. The story is sirnp~~ and 
farcical. Lord Brumpton,an(" elderly gentleMan,falls into a COMa, 
and is pronounced dead. His young widow iMMediately Makes plans 
for rejoicings,and secretl~r makes love to her solicitor. But 
Lord Brurnpton is not dead,and COMes to life in ti~e to see the 
duplicity of his wife,to recognize the virtues of his disowned 
son,Lord Hardy,and to discover the fact that his wife is a 
polyandrist. Virtue is rewarded,for Lord Hardy is restored to 
favor and Marries his beloved,while the deceitful wife i8 turned 
out of the house to eo to her first husband. The play is an 
attack upon the vice of young widows,who wear external signs of 
deep mourning,while their hearts are joyful and lustful. SOMe 
have said that the play was written to conforM to the public 
taste set up by Jeremy Collier in his "Short View of the ImMorality 
of the Enelish Stage," but I feel that Steele's penchant is 
moralizing,and he needs no uree in that direction. 
Two years later The I:!~rine; Lover was produced with little 
success. This play is More Moral than its predecessor,for it 
is an attack upon idle prevarication,fickle love,and duelling. 
Young Bookwit,just out of Oxford,puts on the airs of a soldier 
and a dandy,and wins the fickle hearts of Penelope and Victoria. 
Pendblpe's betrothed,LoveMore,becoMes jealous,challenges Young 
. 
Bookwit,and is left for dead upon the street. Young Bookwit is 
arrested and irnprisoned,and in prison he suffers a change of 
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heart. Penelope,realizing her loss in LoveMore's death,confesses 
her love for him. But Love1'1ore is not dead,and the happy ending 
occurs when he is reconciled to Penelope,while Young Bookwit wins 
Victoria. The Most effective scene in the play is that of Young 
Bookwit in the prison,for in this Steele was probably painting 
his own experience. The play,as its author said,was "darmed for 
its piety." 
In t705 carne The Tender Husband,with scarcely More success. 
Though the play has S01'1e Bood lines,the plot,one of rOMantic 
intrigue,has little Moralizing value,and therefore hardly belong s 
here. 
Seventeen years passen before Steele aeain returned to the 
dra1'1a,for in '707 he was appeinted gazetteer,and spent fifteen 
years in writing the f a1'1ous series of The Tatler, The 2pectator, 
The Guardian,and The Englishman. The reforms which he brought 
forward in these publications will occupy us for the balance of 
this thesis. 
This same period saw Steele a married Man,a widower wit h a 
handSOMe estate left by hi s wife,and again a married Man. His 
connection with the Kit-Cat Club,his frequent pensions,his 
constant litigations and strue;e;l e s with debt,and his final years 
as a theatrical manager,are har dly within the scope of thi s 
paper-. Suffice it to say that he died SepteMber " t72 9, leaving 
behind him a place which none other could fi ll. He has been 
descrioen. by conteMporaries as loyal,affectionate,amiable, 
t horoughly generous and Jood-hearted,but hopelessly sanguine, 
restless,ann. iMpulsive,to which def ects most of his inconsis-
tencies are to be traced. 
Before we begin a survey of Steele's reforms in his papers, 
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we must realize the treMendous val e of Joseph Addison's 
cooperation in·the enterpr.ise. True,it was Steele's co~ception) 
and it was Steele who kept the papers appearlne at regular 
intervals,but it was Addison who eave them polish, literary 
flavor,and lastins value. Steele wrote much more than A nison, 
but the latter's work was very important. Therefore,in order 
that we may conaider Steele's work of refo~,lt has been 
necessary to eliminate from our study the papers of Adclison, 
Swift,Pope,and other spasModic contributors. 
A careful study of the papers of Steele reveals the fact 
that his reforms fall into six general eroups,those dealing 
with (1) the position of women, (2) social vices, (,) political 
vices, (4) faults of human nature, (5) literature, and (6) 
eeneral con~itlons. In the remainder of this paper we shall see 
what aspects of these subjects he considers, what he says about 
each,and what effects his arguments had. 
It has been said that Richard Steele did more for the 
emancipation of women than any other EnglishMan,and surely no 
other man could haye defended the fair sex More gallantly or 
more effectively. He sug8ested improvements in their condition 
which have not even yet been realized,and which. would be called 
"~ltra-rJ.odern" if tney were instituted to;!day. SOMe students of 
his life suggest that he was influenced in this work by his 
cleep love for his second wife, but, though all his criticiSMS are 
constructive,he did not spa~e the feelings of the woman-reader. 
Uncloubtedly his paper was as popular with the WOMen as with the 
nen,but it did not pander to the taste of a coquette. 
Beginning with the earliest stages of wOManhood,Steele 
attacks the existing fOrMS of female education. This comes 
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partly as the resul~ of an appeal from one of these Mis-educated 
Misses. ~any of the letters published in the "Spectator" and 
"Tatler" were the creations of Steele's own iMae;inatlon,but we 
upon 
are forced to decide~their authenticity without conclusive 
evidence. Let us at least suppose that this letter cornes froM a 
real person or at least expresses a COMMon opinion (§pec 314): 
"It is as Much a part of your office to oversee the 
education of the feMale part of the nation,as well as of the 
male; and to convince the world you are not partial, pray 
proceed to detect the Mal-ad~inistration of governesses, 
and rescue our sex frorn the prejudice and tyranny of 
education as well as that of your olfn,who withouij your 
seasonable interposition are like to improve upon the vices 
that are now in vogue." 
In answer to this appeal, Sir Richard paints a picture of 
the evils of the younger generation, and then goes on to say, 
(Tatler No. 61): 
"But these great evils proceed froM an unaccountable 
wild method in the education of the better half of the 
world , wornen. e have no such thing as a standard for good 
breeding. I was the other day at My lady Wealthy's,and 
asked one of her daughters how she did~ She answered 'She 
never conversed with Men,' The ' sarne day I visited at lady 
Plantwell's,and asked her daughter the saMe question. She 
answers, 'What is that to you,you old ' thieff) , and gives me a 
slap on the shoulders." 
We can not help SMiling at such conduct towards such a 
sedate old gentleman as Isaac Bic~erstaff,Esquire,Must have 
been. For we Must reMember that Steele felt anonYMity the best 
guise under which to attack the contemporary fOibles,and 
Btckerstaff,the famous creation of Jonathan SWift,served the 
purpose. The subject,however,is not dropped here,for we find 
later (Tatler 109): 
---
"I think Most of the Misfortunes in faMilies arise 
from the trifling way the WOMen have in spending their 
time,and gratifying only their eyes and ears, instead of 
their reason and understanding." 
Further on he presents a solution (Tatler ?48): 
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"Those who are in the quality of gentlewoMen should 
propose to theme ~ves SOMe Buitable Method of passing away 
their time. This would furnish them with reflections and 
sentiMents proper for the cOMpanions of reasonable Men,and 
prevent the unnatural Marriages which happen every day 
between the MOst accoMplished WOMen and the veriest oafs, 
the worthiest Men and the Most insignificant feMales." 
Started upon the subject of education,he carries it to 
the other sex (§p~ 66): 
. "The general Mistake aMong us in the educatine our 
children is,that in our daughters we take care of their 
persons and neglect their Minds; in our sons,we are so inte~ 
upon adorning their Minds,that we wholly neglect their bodies. 
It is from this that you shall see a young lady celebrated 
and admired in all the assemblies about town; when her elder 
brother is afraid to COMe into a room. FrOM this ill 
management it artses,that we frequently observe a Man's 
life is half spent before he is taken notice of; and a 
WOMan in the prime of her years is out of fashion and 
neglected." 
While he is in this predicament he receiVes a suggestion 
from a feMinine hand CSp~ 53) : 
"In order to eMbellish the Mistress,you should give a 
new education to the lover,and teach the Men not to be any 
lonr;er dazzled by false charms and unreal beauty. I cannot 
but think that if your sex knew always how to place their 
est~em justly,the other would not be so often wanting to 
themselves in iteservinB it. For as the being enaMoured with 
a woman of sense and virtue is an iMprO'feMent to a Man's 
understanding and Morals,and the paSSion is ennobled by the 
object which inspires it; so,on the other side, the appearinB 
amiable to a ~an of wise and elegant Mind,carries in itself 
no small degree of Merit and accoMplishMen). I conclude, 
therefore,that one way to Make the wo~en yet More agreeable 
is to Make the Men ~ore virtuous." 
In the accomplishMent of this, Masculine education also 
must be revised,and he suggests (Tatler 173): 
"There is an iY!lpertinent ~ethod of breeding boys without 
genius or spirit to the reading things for which their heads 
were never fraMed. But this is the natural effect of a certain 
vanity in the Minds of parents; who are wonderfull~r delighted 
with the thou[5ht of breediYl[S their children to accoMplishMents, 
which they believe nothing,but want of the saMe care in their 
own fathers,prevented thel'l frOM beirl{5 Masters of." 
This forcing education down unsuited throats he further 
attacks when he flays the prevalent custOY!l of using corporal 
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punishMent to quicken slow brains (EP~ t57): 
"But since +.his custO!!l of educating boY the last 1s suff-
eeed by the e;entry of Great Britain,! would prevail only that 
honest heavy lads May be diSMissed frOM slavery sooner than 
they are at present,ann not whipped on to their fourteenth 
or fifteenth year,whether they expect a.ny progress frOM theM 
or not. tet the child's capacity be forthwith exaM1ned,and 
he sent to so~e Mechanick way of life, without respect to his 
birth,if nature desie~ed hiM for nothing higher; let hiM go 
before he has innocently suffered" and is debased into a dere-
~iction of Mind for beine; what it is no e;uilt to be,a plain 
M.an. I would not here be supposed to have said, that our 
learhed men of either robe who haye been whipped at school, 
are not still !!len of noble and liberal Minds; but I aM sure 
they had been Much More so than they are, had they never suf-
fered that infamy. ,I 
Here we find Steele sug~esting two very Modern institutions 
in education,the psychological test to discover vocational 
tendencies, and vocational education for those incapable of 
acadeMic work. It was long before these i deas bore fruit,mIt 
Steele deserves the credit for planting the seed. '{odern 
education has accepted his principle that physical torture 
will not aid the understanding,so we can already see one end 
of which he made the beginning. He outMonerns the !!loderns in 
h1s next suggestion of a ~ethod of solving the educational 
situation (Epec 466 ) : 
"rou Must know no one was eyer a Bood dancer, that had 
not a good understanding. If this be a truth,! shall leave 
the reader to judge frOM that Maxi1".l,wJ:.lat esteeM they ought to 
have for such iMpertinents as f ly,hop,caper,tuMble,twlrl,turn 
around,and JUMP over their heads, and, in a word,play a thousand 
pranks which Many animals can do better than a Man, instead 
of perforMing to perfection what the human figure only is 
capable of performing. It 1s fro!!l this observation, that I 
cannot help beinB so passionate'an adMirer as I am of good 
dancing. As all art is an iMitation of nature, this is an 
imitation of nature in its hi ghest excellence, and at a time 
when she is !!lost aBreeable. The business of dancing is to 
display beauty,and for that reason all distortions and mi!!lick-
r1es,as such,are what raise aversion 1nstead of pleasure: 
but things that are 1n theMselves excellent~are ever attended 
with imposture and false iMitation." 
But,he then asks hiMself and his reader,what 1s the value 
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of all this education to the student' Here we can recoenize the 
voice of the school-teacher,coMplaining about his starvation 
wages (Tatler 101): 
"However,I may be allowed to speak in the cause of 
learning itself,and l~ent ~hat a liberal education is the 
onl~ one which a polite nation Makes unprofitable. All 
T!rechanical artizans are allowed to reap the fruit of their 
invention and ineenuity without invasion; but he that has 
separated hiMself frOM the rest of Mankind,and studied the 
wonders of the creatlon,the government of his passions,and 
the revolutions of the world,and has the aMbition to 
comMunicate the effect of half his life spent in such noble 
inquiries,has no property in what he is willin(3 to produce, 
but is exposed to robbery and want,with this Melancholy 
and just reflection, tha.t he is the only Man who is not 
protected by his country,at the same tiMe that he best 
deserves it." 
Having di~cussed the education of l'lomen,and laid down 
. some principles by which it is to be (3uided, Steele now May 
turn his attention to their dress. He does not pause to ask 
himself whether he,a Man,is a fit judge of woman's apparel,but 
he presupposes that women dress to please men,and therefore 
a vesture which does not please his taste is unsuitableo First 
of all,however,he discusses WOMen's dress in general (Tat1 er 2'2): 
"Such 1s the folly of our ladies,that because one who 
is a beauty,out of ostentation of her being s~ch,takes care 
to wear sOMething that she knows connot be of a~T consequence 
to her .c.ol11plexi on; ! s~y, our WOMen run on so heedlessly in 
the fashion,thst though it is the interest of SOMe to hide 
as much of their faces as possible,yet because a lea~ing 
toast appeared with a backward head-dress,the rest shall 
follow the Motle,without observing that the author of the 
fashion assumed it 'lJecause it could become no one hut herself." 
Now he turns to a particular fashion which evokes his 
wrath (Spec 104): 
"There is an objection which naturally presents itself 
against these occasional perplexities and Mixtures of ~ress, 
which is,that they seeM to break in upon that propriety and 
distinction of appearance in which the beauty of different 
characters is preserved; and if they should be More frequent 
than they are at present,would look like turnin(3 our public 
assemblies into a eeneral Masquerade. The model of this 
Amazonian hunt~~-habit for ladles,was,as ! take it,first 
importen froM France, ann. well enour;h expresses the r;a~ret~l of 
a people who are taught ~o no anything so it be with an 
assurance; but I cannot help thinkinr; it fits awkwarn.ly yet 
on our Enr;lish ~onesty. The petticoat is a kinn of incuMber-
ance upon it; and if the AMazons should think fit to [';0 on 
in this plun1er of our sex's ornaMents, they oueht to add to 
their spoils,ann cOMplete their triu1'lph over us,by wearine; 
the breeches." 
And lot the Amazons of to-day have followed his sarcastic 
advice an adopted the Masculine riding-breeches. If Captain 
Dick were to behold so~e of our modern fashions for wOMen,he 
would probably curse hiMself for having started theM on the 
path to emancipation. Or,aeain,would this jolly old trooper 
Mln~ such a shock upon his Monesty? Steele,then,is conservative 
in his views on WOMen's ~ress. No Man has ever been radical 
in every thing, and Steele is only radical in that he is fi~hting 
for standards. 
Our youn[5 lady has now been educated and properly dressed. 
~nat would next occupy her busy Mind? Love! And now to love we 
turn our attention,for,as Bickerstaff hi1'lself says (Tatler 46): 
"Wealth and wisdo~ are possessions too sole"1n not to 
give weariness to active Minds,without the relief of wit and 
love,which are the proper a1'luse~ents of the powerful and wi se ." 
The prenic a"'1 nt of a young lart~r in love he descrilJes in 
the follo~in[5 . taphor (Tatler 98): 
"A female lover is in the conn.i tlon of a !: ost, that 
wan.ers about its beloved treasure,without power to speak l 
until it is spoken to." 
The non.ern flapper seeMS to have freed herself frOM this 
bondae;e,also~ It is an open question as to whether the following 
letter wouln have any effect upon the Modern 1'laIden,but to the 
fra~~ Sir Richard,it appears an ideal love letter (Tat1 er 35): 
1t~!ar1am, 
I know you are very Much above the little arts which 
are frequent In your sex,of [5ivi!18 unnecessary torMent to 
their adMirers; therefore I hope you will do 80 Much justice 
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to the generous passion I have for you,as to let Me have an 
opportunity of acquainting you upon what Motives I pretend to 
your good opinion. I shall not trouble you with my sentiMents 
until I know how they will be received; and as I l<:now no reason 
·why difference of sex should Make our lan~ua~e to each other 
differ froM the ordinary rules of ri '3ht reason,I shall affect 
pla in e s s and sincerit~r in My rtiscourses to you,as Much as 
other lovers do perplexi t~r ann. rapture. Instead of saying, I 
shall n.ie for you, I profess, I sh0uld. be glad l,to lead My life 
with you: ~'ou are as l:>eautJiful,as wit/ty , as prud.ent,anrl as 
500d-hu!!lored as an~r WOMan breathine;; oot I Il1ust confess to you, 
I regard all these excellences as you will please to direst 
them for My happiness or Misery. ith Me,Madam,the only 
lasting Motive to l&ve,is the hope of its beCOMing Mutual . 
I beg of you to ~et frs. Lucy send Me word when I May attend 
you. I prOMise you I will talk of nothing but indifferent 
things; though,at the saMe time,I know not how I shall approach 
you in the tender monent of first seei~ you,after this 
declaration of,nadarn'it0ur Most obedient,and Most faithful 
humble servant, -----: 
We can imagine that this letter is successful,and the 
courtship bee;ins. Now cones a question of rejected suitors, which 
Steele treats as follows (Tatler 128): 
"A Man that is treacherously n.ealt with in love,May have 
recourse to Many consolati0ns. He May gracefully break through 
all opposition to his mistress,or explain with his rival; urge 
his own constancy,or a[Sgravate the falsehood by which it is 
repaid. But a WOMan that is 11l-treated,has no refuge in her 
griefs but in silence and secrecy. The world is so unJust, that 
a feMale heart which has been once touched,is thought for ever 
blef'1ished . " 
Parental interference in affairs of the heart Must share 
the brun~.of his attacks (Tatler t85): 
"There is no calaMity in life that falls heavier upon 
human nature than a disappointMent in love; espeCially when 
it happens between two persons whose hearts are Mutually 
engaged to each other . It is this distress which has given 
occasion to some of the finest tragedies ever written, and 
daily fills the world with Melancholy,dlscontent,frenzy, 
sickness, despair, and rteath. I have often adMired at the 
barbarity of parents,who so frequently interpose their 
authority in this grand article of life . " 
To deal 'with these questions of love and feMinine life 
from the standpoint of th woaan,Steele created an iMaginary 
member of the great Staff faMily,Jenny ~istaff. To quote: 
ItAMong the problems of social life which he thus illuI'lined with 
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imagination or even with eMotion,none lay nearer Steele's own 
heart than questions of faMily life. To heighten and illustrate 
such reflectlons,he invented a lad~r editor,Jenny Bistaff,R 
typical middle class girl,who beca3e the heroine of his dOMestic 
sketches. n* 
This Jenny announces her intentions,but later fails to 
follow them out. This is characteristic of her creator. But she 
has brilliant ideas (Tatler 36): 
"While,therefore,the RdMinistration of our affairs is 
in my hands,you shall from time to tiMe have an exact accoant 
of all false lovers,and their shallow pretenees for breaking-
off; of all terMagent wives who Make wedlock a yoke; of Men 
who affect the entertainments and Manners suitable only to 
our sex,and WOMen who pretend to the conduct of such affairs 
as are only within the province of Men." 
This last phrase makes us wonder what Jenny would have 
thought of woman's suffrage or feMale Members of parliaMent. 
In connection with love,there was opened to Steele a great 
field for satire and reforrn,namely,coquetry. He defines a 
coquette in no uncertain terMs (Tatler 27): 
"As a Rake aMonr; Men is the Man who lives in the constant 
abuse of his reason,so a coquette amont) women is one who lives 
in continual misapplication of her beauty." 
He carries the illustration eve~ ~farther (TRtler 126): 
"The prude and coquette,as different as they appear in 
their behaviour,are in reality the sarne kind of WOMen. The 
motive of action in both is the affectation of pleasing Men. 
They are sisters of the same blood and constltution; only 
one chooses a grave,and the other a light dress. The prude 
appears ~ore virtuous,the coquette More vicious,than she 
really ls." 
What is to be done to cure such cases? In the ninth Tatler 
he tells a story of one coquette who was cured by hearing 
something for her benefit while she was eaves-dropplng. All 
* Cambrirlge History of Enr;l~8h Llterature,Vol.IX,p.44. 
- -- -- ----
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Buch wOMen,however,can not be caught in this Manner; BO he 
SUB8ests as follows (Tatler 32): 
"This order of Platonic ladies are to be dealt with in 
a manner peculiar from all the rest of the Bex. Flattery is 
"the general way,and the way in this case; but it is not to 
be done grossly." 
But,in his opinion,coquetry is not liMited to WOMen. He 
11so has a blow ready for the Masculine ttfourflusher" (Sp,!!,£ 288): 
"}.tany a Man wishes a WOJ'llan his wife, WhOM he dares not 
take for such. Thoue;h no one has power over his inclinations 
or fortunes,he is a slave to COMmon faMe. A "fribbler" is one 
who "possesses rapture and adMiration for the WOMan to WhOM he 
a~dresses,and dreads nnthinc so nuch as her consent. His 
heart can flutter by the force of iT'laginRtion,but cannot fix 
fro!"! the force of Judgl'l1ent." 
The Mention of love and sexual passion brines to his Mind 
one of the great vices of his age,prostitution. He Meets the 
situation _rankly and boldly,attacklne the institution frOM 
every point of vantage. He SUJ'llS up the situation (Tatler 5): 
ttWho naMes that lost thing,love,wlthout a tear, 
Since so debauched by ill-bred customs here~ 
To an exact perfection they have broueht 
The action love,the passion is foreot. ' 
This was lone; ago a witty author's laMentation,but the 
evil still continues; aYld if a Man of any delicacy were to 
attend the discourses of the young fellows of this aee,he wauld 
believe there were none but prostitutes to J'Ilake the objects of 
passion. " 
His own sex COMes in fOEtMost of the bla~e (Tatler 20t): 
"In the COM!11erCe of lovers, the Man Makes the address, 
as"sails, and Detra~rs; and yet stanns in the saMe dec;ree of 
acceptance,as he was in before he comMitted that treachery. 
The wOMan,for no other criJ'lle but believing one whoM she 
thought loved her,is treated with shyness and indifference 
at the best,and cOT!ll'l1only with reproach and scorn." 
In the saT!le bitine Manner he continues (Tatler t99): 
. "It seeMS a wonderful inconsistence in the distribution 
of public justice,that a Man who rODs a WOMan of an earring 
or a Jewel,should be punished with death; but one,who by false 
arts and insinuations should take frOM her,her very self,is 
only to suffer disgrace." 
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He pleads ln yery effect-lYe fashion for the debauched 
girl (Spec ~66): 
"No yice or wickedness, which people fall into froM 
indulgence to desires which are natural to all, ought to 
place them below the cOMpassion of the Yirtuous part of the 
world; which indeed ~akes Me often a little apt to suspect 
the sincerity of their virtue who are too war~ly provoked 
at other people's personal sins. The unlawful COMMerce of 
the sexes is of all other the harrlest to avoid: and yet 
there is no one which you shall hear the rigider part of 
womankind speak of with so little t!lercy. It is very certain 
that an honest woman cannot abhor the breach of chastity 
too much; but pray let her hate it for herself,and only 
pity it in others." 
I fear that if the AMerican WOMen had followed this last 
piece of advice, prostitution would not have been staMped out so 
effectively in this country as it has been. Wherein lies the 
cure for this evil? In Marriage,says Steele,for (Sp~ 528): 
"The case of celibacy is the great eyil of our nation; 
and the indul~ence of the Yicious conduct of Men in that state, 
with the ridicule to which WOMen are exposed,though never so 
virtuous,if lone unMarried, is the root of the greatest 
irremllari ties of this nation." 
Naturally this frank treatMent of such a subject evoked 
sorne protest upon the grounds of t!lodesty. We find such an 
opinion voiced in letter fo~ (Sp~ 276): 
"Hr. Spectator, 
I hope you haye philosophy enough to be capable 
of bearing the I!lention of ~rour faults. Your papers which regard 
the fallen part of the fair sex,are,I think,written with an 
indelicacy which 1'Tlakes theM unworthy to be inserted in the 
writings of a Moralist who knows the world." 
The natural subject to follow this is Marriage, so let us 
now see what attitude the worthy gentleMan took toward this 
old and respected institution. That he held it in the highest 
respect is shown here (Tatler 1??): 
"But there is a relation of life Much More near than 
the Most strict and sacred friendship,that is to say,Marriage. 
This union is of too close and delicate a nature to be easily 
conceived by those who do not know that condition by 
experience. Here a Man should,if posslble,soften his passions; 
"if not for his own ease,in cOMpliance to a creature formed 
with a Mind of a quite nifferent "lake froM his owno I aM sure, 
I do not Mean it an injury to wOMen,when I say there is a sort 
of sex in souls. I aM tender of offending theM,and know it is 
hard not to do it on this sUQject; but I Must 3 0 on to say, 
that the soul of a man,and that of a wOMan,are !!lade very 
unllke,accordinl3 to the efllploYMents for which they are designe:1 II 
The value of I!larriac;e,and especially of unhampered Marriage, 
he expounds in the following (Tatler 223): 
"The Making I'latrirlOny cheap and easy would be the 
greatest discourageJ!1en~ to vice: the liMiting the expense of 
children would not I!lake Men ill inclined,or afraid of havin3 
them in a regular wayj and the Men of Merit would not live 
unmarried,as they often do now,because the goodness of a 
wife cannot be assured to themj but the loss of an estate 
is certain, and the Man would never have the affliction of a 
worthless heir anded to that of a bad wife . " 
A recent newspaper edit&rial stated that the greatest 
reason for divorces and vices in the wedded state was the ease 
and cheapness with with Marriages are now procured. Lo! how 
the pendulum has swung back to the opposite extreme I But we can 
not blaJ!1e Steele for solving the probleM which faced hiM, 
although his Method May have been the cause of our present 
disastrous situation. 
The causes of unhappiness in Marrlage,according to Steele, 
lie in the period before marrlage,for (Tatler 199): 
"The generality of parents,and some of those of quality, 
instead of lookine out for intrOducing health of constitution, 
frankness of spirit,or dignity of countenance into their 
families,la~ out all their thoughts upon finding out matches 
for their estates,and not for their children." 
If the fault does not lie with the parents,it lies with 
the girl herself,for (Tatlen 91): 
"When I consider the c;enerality of the fet!lale sex,as to 
their rllsposals of theMselves in Marriage,or their parents 
noine; it for them without their own appro'batiao,I cannot but 
look upon all such Matches as the Most iMpudent prostitutions. 
Wedlock is but a More solemn prostitution,where there is not 
a union of ~1nds. No Married life coul d be so unhappy,as where 
the wife proposes no other advantage frOM her husband,than 
that of mak1 n13 herself fine." 
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The common attitude of women toward the Marital state he 
pictures in an iMae;lnary letter froM an authority to a recent 
bride (Spec ~~4); 
"'Tis a little insolence in Me,perhaps,to advise a 
1"1atron, but ! aM so ''\~raid you'll 1"1a1':e RO s111y a figure as 
~ '11 wife,that ! cannot help warnin/3 you not to appear in 
any ::mol ic rylaces with youY' husband, a'1d nevel'" to saunter 
about St. Janes Park together: if ~rou DreSUMe to enter the 
ring at Hide-Park tOGether,you are ruine forev~r; nor Must 
you take the le st no"tice of each other at playhouse or 
opera, uhless you . oulrl 1)e lau/3hed at for a ver~l Iovine 
couple most ha:>pily paired i "the ~roke of wedlock." 
His a:1.a1Y5is of the masculine atti "tu!'le toward Marriage, 
and the state of mind in which he enters into that state, 
follows: (Tatler 149): 
"There is nothing so COMMon as for 7llen to enter into 
marriage,W'ithout so Much as expecting to be happy in it. They 
seem to propose to theMselves a few holidays in t,he bee;inning 
of itj after which they are to return at best to the usual 
course of their life; and,for aue;ht they know,to constant 
misery and uneasiness. FrOM this false sense of the state they 
are BOing into,proceed the iMMediate coldness and indifference, 
or hatred an(l aversion, which attend ordinary Marriages, or 
rather barBains to cohabit." 
In the saMe vein,only "lore bitter,coI!les a COMplaint frOM 
a ~efrauded husband (Sp~ 41): 
"I reI!leMber in The Silent \7oMan,the learned 1)1'. Cutberd, 
or ~r. Otter (I forget wbich) I!lakes one of the causes of 
separation to be error personae,when a man Marries a wonan 
and ~inds her not to 1:>e the sane WOMan whom he intended to 
~arry ,but another. If that be the law,it is,I preSUMe, 
exactly My case. For you are to know, T. Spectator, that 
there are "onen who do not let their husl)ands see their f hces 
till th yare Married. Not to keep ~rou in suspense,I Mean 
plainly,that part of the sex who paint." 
With marriage in this condition,what reMedy 1s to be 
sU3Bested~ The wives apparently do not respect its duties,nor 
do the husbanns discover its joys. Now we recei'tTe what seeMS 
to be rank 80clalls~,as a possible solution (Tatler 261): 
"There are new proposals for proMotine a contribution 
towards raisine; two hunr'l.red and fifty pounds,to be ftade on the 
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"baptising of any infant born in wenlock. The plan 1s laid 
with such proper regulations,as serve,to such as fall in 
with it for the sake of their posterity,all the uses, 
.without any of the inconveniences,of settleMents. By this 
Means, such whose fortunes depenci upon their own industry, 
or personal <lualificat~ons,need not be deterred, by povert~r, 
from marriage." 
This plan was adopted in GerMany before and during the 
last World War,as a meth0n for increasing the fighting power. 
The next solution of the difficulty which Steele sugeests is 
to be seen to-day in France. Whether the idea was original 
with Steele or not is a question,but it is certainly very 
advanced for the period in which he wrote (Sp~ 308): 
"There wants a r-erson to be distinguished and vested 
in the power and quality of a censor on marriages. Now if 
this be a method founded upon reason and equity,why should 
there not be also a proper officer for examining such as 
are entering into the state of MatriMony,whether they are 
forced b~r parents on one side, or Moved by interest only on 
the other,to COMe tOGether,an~ bring forth such awkward 
heirs as are the product of half love and constrained 
COMpliances"" 
His broad-Mindedness in the case of WOMen is further 
shown by his attitude toward their legal rights,which were 
almost nil at the ti~e he wrote (Tatler 84): 
"The law to Me, indeed, seeMS a litt~le defective in this 
point; and it is a very great hardship,that this cri~e (rape) 
which is committed ~r men only,should have men only on the 
Jury. I humbly,therefore,propose,that on future trials of 
this sort,half of the twelve May be women ." 
And froM this little seed planted over two centuries ago, 
has corne the Modern institution of women on the jury in any 
and all cases. 
But all of his edicts upon WOMen are not COMMendatory. 
Of the wOMan's dutie s he speaks very veheMentl~', and upon none 
'ITIore than their duty to their children (Bp~ 46): 
"It is UnMerciful to see, that a WOMan endowed with all 
the perfections and olessings of nature,can,as soon as she is 
delivered,turn of her innocent, tender, and helpless infant, 
-tB- H.C.T)avidson 
"and e;i1Je it up to a WOMan who is neither in health nor eood 
condition,neither sound in Mind nor body,that has neither 
honour nor reputation,neither love nor pity for t.he poor 
babe,but More rega r d for the money than for the whole 
child, and ne1Jer will take further care of it than what bJT 
all the encouraGeMent of Mone~r and presents whe is forced 
to . I bec; of ~TOU, for the sake of t.he Many poor infant s who 
May and will be sa1Jed,by weiching this case seriously,to 
exhort the people with the utMost 1JeheMence to let the 
children suck their own Mother, both for the benefit of 
Mother and child." 
It is now ea.sy to i!!laGine the effect these daily essays 
must ha1Je had upon the position of WOMen at the til!le . The Men 
who read the papers were prepared to consider the requests of 
women when they came,and the WOMen wepe gi1Jen a set of rules, 
ideals,standards,upon which to base their deMands . He considered 
the case of woman from its earliest stages, her education and 
dress,on through the c;reat probleMS of her life - love, 
coquetry,prostltution,and Marriage,and finally to her legal 
privileees and her duty to her children. Every WOMan who has 
read the Tatler or ~ectator MUSt .acknowledee her debt to 
Richard Steele. 
We Must not iMagine,howe1Jer,that Steele's success was 
immediate . He does ShowsoMe Hope for his work aMong the women 
(Tatler 139): 
"When I reflect upon the !!tany nights I have sat up for 
SOMe !!tonths last past,in the greatest anxiety for the c;ood 
of MY neighbours and conteMporaries,it is no SMall discour-
ageMent to me,to see how slow a proe;ress I !!lake in the 
reformation of the world. But indeed I Must do My feMale 
readers the justice to own,that their tender hearts are 
much More susceptible of good iMpressions , than the !!linds of 
the other sex . " 
Let us turn now from Steele's work in raising the place 
of woman to his attacks upon vices which were More general, 
more masculine. These social vices for~ his greatest field 
for attack,and in them he did a treMendous aMount of good . 
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Due,no doubt,to the fact that the occupations of the 
better class of EnglishMen were liMited to war and hunting, 
there was at this tiMe an over-abundance of duelling. ltany of 
the greatest lords of the realm ~et death on so~e dewy field 
in the chill early hours of the Morning,rather than retract 
so~e foolish stateMent Made while they were in their cups. No 
level-headed gentle~an of the period could help seeine the 
folly of the institution,but none dared oppose it openly,in 
writing,except Richard Steele. We have already seen that a 
youthful affair of his own had turned hiM bitterly against the 
insti tution, and had led hiM to write aeainst it in ttThe L~ring 
Lover." But in the essay for~ he did More for the eli~ination 
of the custom than any other person. No one realiz s better 
than he the difficulties anQ dangers of his enterprise,for he 
begins his attack with a stateMent of the~ (Tatler 25): 
"As it has been proposed to treat of subjects of 
gallantry in the article from hence,and no one point in nature 
is ~ore proper to be considered by the COMpany who frequent 
this place (White's Chocolate House - the seat of ~allantry) 
than that of duels,it is worth our consideration to exa~ine 
into this chi~erical groundless hu~our,a.nd to lay every 
other thought aside,until we have stripped it of all its 
false pretenses to credit and reputation against ~en. 
"But I Must confess when I consider what I a~ going 
about,and run over in My iMagination all the endless crowd 
~f men of honour,who wtll be offended at such a discourse; 
I aM undertaking, Methinks,a work wort~r an invulnerable 
hero in romance,rather than a private gentleMan with a 
single rapier. But I am pretty well acquainted by ~reat 
opportunities with the nature of Man, and know of a truth 
that all Men fight against their will,the danger vanishes, 
therefore, and resolution rises upon this subject. For this 
reason I shall talk very freely on a custOM which all Men 
wish exploded,though no man has courage enough to resist it." 
He very caustically traces the causes of th ordinary 
duel CTatler 25): 
"As the matter at present stands,it is not to do 
handsome actions denOMinates a Man of honour; it is ehough 
if he dares to defend ill ones. Host of the quarrels I have 
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"known have proceeded fro!!! sone valiant coxcoMb's persisting 
in the wrong,to rtefend SOMe prevailine folly,and preserve 
hiMself fron the inBenuousness of owning a Mistake." 
The causes of nuelling,then,are foolish. Why,then,do 
sensible men indulge in the vice9 This he explains (Spec 84): 
"But alas! in the dOMinions of PharaMond,by the force 
of a tyrant custon,which is nisnaMed a point of honour, 
the duellist kills his friend WhOM he lovesj and the judge 
condeMns the duellist, while he approves his behavioUlt. 
Shane 1s the greatest of all evils; what avail laws, when 
death only attends the breach of theM, and shaMe obedience 
to theM? II 
One of Steele's sharpest weapons is burlesque. This he 
uses with telling effect in the following iMaginary love-
letter of a duellist to his P1istress (Tatler 29): 
"MadaP1 -
I have so tender a regard for you and your 
interests, that ! will knock any lTIR.n on the head whoP1 I 
observe to be of P1y P1in ,and like you. 1o~ . TruMan,the other 
day, looked at you in so lan13uishing a manner,that I an 
resolved to run hiP1 through to-lTIorrow Morning. This,! 
think,he deserves for his 13u1lt in adJTliring you; than 
which I cannot have a greater reason for Murdering him, 
except it be that you also approve hiM. W'aoever says he 
dies for you,I will Make his words eood,for I will ~ill 
him. I aP1,Madarn ,your Most obedient hUT'lble servant." 
Another method of ridi~le which he uses to good effect 
is the anecdote or vision. In this case he uses the story of 
his guardian spirit,who describes what happened when he left 
the bOdy of his fOrT'ler Master (Tatler ~6): 
"At the ir ry instant I was killed , there caMe away with 
me a spirit Wl1.ch had lost its bo y ln a duel. We were both 
exa~ined. {e the whole asseMbly l ooRed at wi t kindness and 
pi ty I btlt at the same t.i..me with an air of welCOMe a consol-
ation: they pronounce ne ver~7 happy~ who had c:'tied in inno-
cence; and t ld P1e a quite rtifferent place was a lotted for 
fD.y cO'l"lpanionj theT' being a gr at distance frOM th 1'1ansions 
of the fools and Lmocents: t'1.ough at the sal'T}e tiMe , said on 
of the 13hosts,there 1s a great affinity ))etween an iniot 
who has been so for a long life, and a child W 0 d parts 
before l!laturity. But this gentleman who has arrive . with ~rou, 
1s a fool of his own making,ie ignorant out of choice,and 
will fare accordingly. The asseMhly be{San to flock about 
h1m,and one said to him/ 'Sir, I observed you carte 1n throue;h 
the gate of persone ~urdered,and I desire to know what 
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"brought you to your untiMely end.' He said he had b en a 
second. Socrates, who TT}a~r be 8Ri to have been TT}ur e r ed by 
the cOT')Monwealth of Athens,stood lJy and beean to nraw near 
him in or er after his Manner,to leal. him into a sense of 
. , , , , 
' lis error 'oy concessions i '1. his OW'1. n,iscourse. Sir, said 
t at ~ivlne and aMicable spirit, 'what was the quarrel?' He 
answered, 'We shall kn ow very sur1. rl enly wh n the prin0ipal in 
the business comes,for he was nesperately wounrred when I 
fell. I 'Sir,' said the saBe, 'hav you an estate?' 'Yes, sir, , 
the new rruest answered,'I have left it in a v. r y c;ood v , 
con ition,ann made ~y will the nlBht oefore this occasion. 
'~id you read it before you si3~ed it?' 'Yes, sure, sir, , 
said the newcomer. Socrates replies, 'Couln a ~an that would 
not eive his estate without reading the instru '1ent,dispose 
of his life without a slcir"lB a question?' That Illustrious 
shane turned from hi~,and a crown of iMpertinent c;oblins, 
who han. been drolls and parasites in th Ir 1lfetime,and 
were knocked on the hea~ for their saucin sS,caMe about My 
fellow traveler and Made theMselves very merry 'lith 
q'lestions about the words Carte and Tierce, and other terMS 
of fencers. But his thouc;hts began to settle into Deflection 
upon the adventure,whlch had robbed hi~ of his late being; 
and,with a wretched sic;h,said he, 'How terrible are conviction 
and 8uilt when they COlT\e too late for penitence!". 
His use of Socrates ana, the Socratic Method in the 
foregoing passage are very effective. The fact that his 
attacks upon n.uelling were effective is shown in the 
following letter frOM one of his readers (Tatler 38): 
"Dear Sir, 
The end of all public papers ought to be the 
benefit and instruction,as well as the diversion of the 
readers: to which I see none so truly conducive as your 
late perfor~ances; aMong us,that un-christian-like and 
bloody custo~ of duelline; which,that you have already in 
SOMe Measure perforMed will appear to the public in the 
following no less true than heroic story 0 A noble gentle-
Man of this city abused another with the titlee of r03ue, 
villain,bearskin-man,and the like. Whereupon satisfaction 
was de~anded,arid accepted; so,forth the Major marched, 
cO!!lTTlandlne; his adversary to follow. To a MOSt spacioue 
room in the sheriff's house,near the place of quarrel, 
they COI!le i where,havin3 due reeard to what ~rou ha1Je lately 
published,they resolved not to shed one another's blood, 
in that barbarous Manner you prohiblt.edi yet, not willing 
to put up affronts without satisfactlon,they stripped, 
and, in decent Manner,fouc;ht full fairly with their 
wrathful hande. I aI"l informed,a body of worthy citizens 
~ave agreed on an address of thanks to you,for what you 
have writ on the foregoing subject,where~r they acknowledge 
one of their highly esteemed officers preserved from 'leath." 
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Captain Steele approves,therefore,of a decision by use 
of the fists. But his attitude toward pDofessional prize-
fiBhters is somewhat different (Sp~ 436): 
"There is something in nature very unaccountable on 
such occaSions, when we see the people take a certain 
painful gratification in behol~ing these fistic encounters. 
Is it cruelty that adMinisters this sort of delight? or is 
it a pleasure which is taken in the exercise of pity?" 
An attack upon swearing and profanity may seem useless, 
but his biting sarcasm here had good use. He iMagines his 
guardian spirit inspecting the brains of men (Tatler 13): 
"The next I went to was a COl'!lr!lon swearer: never was 
a creature so puzzled as Myself,when I first carne to view 
his brain: half of it was worn out,and filled up with Mere 
expletives,that had nothing to do with a~r other parts of 
the texture. " 
GamblinB,a very popular vice in that day and this,is 
attacked after the saMe fashion (Tatler 13): 
"so I went to the next I told you of,the gaMester. 
When we a~ first take our place about a Man,the receptacles 
of the pericraniuM are immediately searched. In this I 
found no one ordinary trace of thinking; but stronG passio~J 
violent desires,a~d a c0ntinu9 series of different changes, 
had torn it to pieces. There appeared no Middle conditionL 
the triUMph of a prince,or the Misery of a beggar, were his 
alternate states." 
steele conducts the reader into a tavern where he points 
out the vice in its WOEst aspect (Tatler t5): 
"The first thine we took notice of was a nobleman of 
a goodly and frank aspect, with his generous birth and 
temper visible in it,playing at cards with a creature of 
a black and horrid countenance,wherein were plainly 
delineated the arts of his mind,cozenage and falsehOOd. 
They were Marking their game with counters,on which we 
could see inscriptions,iT'!perceptible to any but us. ny 
lord had scored with pieces of ivory,or which were writ 
Good Fame,Glory,Riches,Honor,and Posterity. The spectre 
over against him had on his counters the inscriptions of 
D1shonour,Impudence,Poverty,Ignoranc ,and want of Shame. 
The young noble 1s generous to a prodigality,more affable 
than is consistent with his quality,and courageous to a 
rashness. Yet,after all this,the source of his whole 
conduct is (thoueh he would hate himself if he knew it) 
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"mere avarice. The read_y cash laid before the e;aJ!lester' s 
countere Made hil"l venture,as you see,and lay distinction 
ae;ainet infaMY, abundance against want; in a word:. all that 
i~ desireable a~ainst all that is to be avoided. 
'-" 
Gambling debte,the inevitable result of such practice, 
with their accompaniMent of shaI!le,he shows clearly (Sp.!:.£. 82): 
"Can there be a More low and servile condition than to 
be ashaMed,or afraid,to see anyone Man breathing? Yet he 
that is Much in debt,is in that relation to twenty different 
people. There are indeed circ~8tances wherein J!len of honest 
natures may becoMe liable to debts,by SOMe unadvi~ed 
behaviouB in any great point of their life,or mortgaging a 
mante honesty as security for that of another,and the like; 
but these instancee are so particular and cirCUMstantiated, 
that they cannot COMe wi~hin general considerations: for 
one such case as one of these,there are ten, where a Man,to 
keep up a farce of retinue and ~randeur within his own 
house,shall shrink at the expectation of surly demands at 
his doors." 
As soon as tobacco was introduced to English society in 
the reign of Elizabeth,snuff-taking became the popular rage. 
No habit . could be More disgusting to a person of sinple tastes, 
and Ste~le condemned it without hesitation (Tatler 35): 
"There is a habit or custom. which I have--put J!ly pati nee 
to the utMost etretch to have suffered so long, because several 
of My intil'!late friende are in the guilt; and that is, the 
humour of taking snuff,and looking dirty about the Mouth by 
way of ornament. This observation easily led me into a 
philosophic reason for taking snuff,which is done only to 
supply with sensations the want of reflection; so when a 
person feels his thoughts are run out,and he has no J!lore to 
say,it is as natural to supply his weak brain with powder at 
the nearest place of acces8,viz.,the nostrils. However low 
and poor the taking of snuff argues a ~an to be in his own 
stock of thoughts,or means to eI!lploy his brain and hie fingers, 
yet there i~ a poorer creature in the world. than he,and this 
is a borrower of snUff; a fellow that keeps no box of his 
own,but is always asking others for a pinch." 
c This vice,however,ie not liMited to the Masculine sex. In 
women it ie even More disagreeable than in men,and Steele does 
not hesitate to say 80 (Spec 344): 
"I have wri to ~rou three or four times, to de8ire Jrou 
would take notice of an impertinent custom the wornen,the fine 
women,haye lately fallen into,of taking snuff. This silly 
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"trick is attended with such a coquet air in SOMe ladiee,and 
such a sedate Masculine one in others, that I cannot tell 
which MoSt to complain of; but they ar to Me equally die-
agreeable." 
Having thus bitterly attacked one of the Minor personal 
vices, Steele now becomes the eighteenth century'8 Pussyfoot 
Johnson or WilliaM Jennings Bryan,and start8 an assault upon 
the ancient English custOM of drunkennese. In thi8 he was 
undoubtedly pandering to the tastes of hie women readere,for 
his advice eeems to have had little effect upon those to whom 
it was directed. To serve as a transfer from hie tirade against 
snuff-taking,he sa~rs (Tatler 141): 
"These whetters arl a people I have considered with Much 
pains; and find them to differ froMa sect I have hitherto 
spoken of,called snuff-takere,only in the expedition they 
take in destroyins their brains: the whetter is oblieed to 
refresh hi~self every ~oment with a liquor,as the snuff-taker 
with a powder ." 
To discouraee YOUllgMen from taking up the practice,he Makes 
the followins reMarks (Tatler 241): 
"A Method of spending one's tiMe agreeably,is a thing 
so little studied,that the COMMon aMusement of our young 
gentlemen,especiall~r of such as are at a distance frOM those 
of the first breeding,is drinking. This way of entertainMent 
has custom on its side; but,as much as it has prevailed,I 
believe there have been very few COMpanies that hav been 
guilty of excess this way,where there have not happened More 
accidents which Make aBainst,than for the continuance of it." 
An argUMent against drinking which Might have been used 
with great effect by any MeMber of the Anti-Saloon League, is 
set forth in the following paragraph (Tatler 241): 
"Were there only this Single consideration,that ware 
less mastere of ourselves, when we drink in the least 
,proportion above the exigencies of thirst; I say,were thi8 
all that could be objected,it were sufficient to Make us 
abhor this vice. But we May BO on to say,that ae he who 
drinks but a little 1s not master of hiMself,so he who 
drinks MUch is a slave to hiMself." 
Country gentlemen aeem to be especially addicted to thie 
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vice,so on the~ h1s battle-axe falls with double force (Tat t69): 
"I have,ever since I could think, been astonished,that 
drinking should be the vice of the country. If it were 
possible to add to all our senses,as we do to that of sight 
by perspectives,we should,Methinks,More particularly labour 
to iMprove them in the Midst of t,he variety of beauteous 
objects,whlch nature has produced to entertain us in the 
countryj and do Vie in that place destroy the use of Viha 
organs we have~ As for My part,I cannot but lament the 
destruction that has been Made of the wild beasts of the 
field, when I see lare;e tracts of earth possessed by Men who 
take no advantaee of their beine ratlonal,but lead mere 
animal livesj Making it their whole endeavour to kill in 
th m~elves all they have above beasts,to wit,the use of 
reason, and taste of society." 
And what 1s the cure? Alas,prohibition is evidently not. 
Here is one sUEBestion (Sp~ 362): 
"The chairTTlRn at a quarter sessions should inforM the 
country, that the vintner who nixes wine to his Cust,oMers, 
shall (upon proof that the drink r thereof dien within a 
year and a day after takine; it) be de M d guilty of ilful 
murnerj and the jury shall be instructed to enquire and 
prevent such Q_elinquents accordingly." 
Turnine frOM the 0.estruct1ve attack upon the habit of 
drunkenness,St ele now atteMpts to build up a positive and 
beneflcial relieion of eood works. In spite of the fact that 
he lived one hundred and fifty years before Cha~les Darwin, 
he 1s constantlJ' confrontec'l with atheists and ae;nost1cs. Aeainst 
thes h ~irects his current of vituperative scorn (Tatl r 1f'): 
"One c;ets b~' h art a cataloc;ue of ti tle-paees and 
ed1tio~sj and, iMMediately to becoMe conspicuous,declares 
that he 1s an unbeliev r. Another knows how to rite a 
receipt, or cut up a 0.0e, and forthwith are;ues a~ainst the 
iTTlMortal1ty of the soul. ! have known Many a l1ttle wit,in. 
the ost ntat 01 of 1._8 parts, ral_j' th truth of the 
scripture, '10 was not able to read a chapter in it. These 
poor wret(' hes talk blaspheMY for want of discourse,and are 
rather the obje('ts of scorn or pity,than of our indignation; 
but the gray c'lisputant,that reads and writes, and spends all 
his tiMe in convi"lcin~ hiMself and the world that he is no 
better than a Qrute,ought to be whipped out of eovernMent, 
as a blot to civ11 society,and a defamer of Mank1nd." 
Now we can see where Bryan procured his thunder! What 
could be !'lore bltter a~a1 st atheism than thi8 (Tatler 111): 
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"There is not a More ridiculous aniMal than an atheist 
in his retireMent. His Mind is incapable of rapture or eleva-
tion. He can only consiner hiMself as an insie;nificant figure 
in a landscape,and wandering up and down in a field or a 
Meadow,~nder the SaMe terMS as the Meanest aniMal about hiM, 
and as subject to as total a Mortality as theYi with this 
ae;e;ravation,that he is the only one aMone;st theT'l,who lies 
under the apprehension of it. In distresses,he Must be of all 
creature~ the most helpless and forlorn; he feels the whole 
pressure of a present calaMity,without being relieved by the 
meMory of anything that is past,or the prospect of anything 
that is to COMe." 
Nor is he less vituperative in regard to the free-thinker 
(Tatler 135): 
,"There is,indeed,nothing in the world so ridiculous as 
one of these grave philosophical free-thinkers, that hath 
neither passions nor appetites to gratify,no heats of blood, 
nor vigour of constitution,that can turn h1s systel!ls of 
infidelity to his advantage,or raise pleasures out of theM 
which are inconsistent with the belief of a hereafter. One 
that has neither wit,gallantry,J'Tlirth,or youth,to indule;e by 
these-notions, but only a poor, JoylesB,uncoMfortable vanity of 
distinguishing himself frOM the rest of Mankind,is rather to 
be regarded as a Mischievous lunatic, than a Mistaken philo-
sopher. " 
But the evil-doer is not to hide frOM his wrath under the 
naMe of a Christian. He does not hesitate to call MOSt Christians 
traitors to their faith CSp~ 5'6): 
"Of all the Monstrous passions and opdmions which have 
crept into the world,there is none so wonderful as that those 
who profess the COMMon naMe of Christians should pursue each 
other with rancour and hatred for differences in their way of 
following the exaMple of their saviour. It seeMS so natural, 
that all who pursue the steps of any leader should form 
themselves after h1s manners,that it is impossible to account 
for effects so different frOM what we Might expect frOM those 
who profess the~selves followers of the highest pattern of 
Meekness and charity." 
After the saMe fashion he falls upon the religious 
hypocri te, bu t, he finds t, that "Tartuffe" s are rare in his world 
CTatl~ 21 t) : 
"There are no clistingulshing qualities aMong Men to 
which there are not false pretenders; but though none is ore 
pretended to than that of devotion,there are perhaps fewer 
successful iMpostors in this kind than any other. There 1s 
80~ething so natively great and sood in a person that 1s 
"truly devout,that an awkward 1'Y\an Mayas well pret nd to be 
genteel,as a hypocrite to be pious." 
The true reli~ion is that of works,says Steele,and h Makes 
practical sUl)c;estions to his readers how th y may live a godly 
and uprieht life (Sp~ 294): 
"It is Monstrous how a Man can live with 80 little 
reflection,as to fancy he is not in a condition very unjust, 
and dlsproportioned to the rest of Mankind,while he enjoys 
wealth,and exerts no benevolence or bounty to others. As for 
this particular occasion of these schools,there cannot any 
offer be More worthy a generous Mind." 
Sir Richard,then,is a conservative in religion. He is also 
a conservative in the Matter of manners (Tatler 21): 
"Anyone who is Much in COMpany will ohserve that the 
height of good oreeQing is shown rather in never eiving 
offense,than in doing obliging things. Thus he that never 
shocks you,thoueh he i8 eeldom entertaining,is More likely 
to keep your favour,than he who often entertainR,and someti~es 
displeases you." 
The essentiality of this quality he points out (Tatler 30): 
"Hence it is, that wisdoM,valour,justice,and learning, 
cannot keep a Man in countenance that is possessed with these 
excellences,if he wants that infeeior art of life and 
behaviouB,called good breeding. A Man endowed with great 
perfections, without this,ie like one who has his pockets full 
of gold, but always wants change for his ordinary occasions." 
The purpose of the in~titution is as follow8 (Tatler 30): 
"As cereMony is the invention of wlse !!len to keep fools 
at a distance,so good breeding is an expedient to make fools 
and wise men equal." 
ith his custonary love of a parable or fable to clinch 
his point,Steele introduces a story which shows good breeding 
1n its highest form (Tatler 115): 
"It happened one day,as a stout and honest Mastiff,that 
guarded the village where he lived against thieves and 
robbers, was very gravely walklng,wlth one of his puppies by 
his side, all the little does in the street gathered about hi~ 
and barked at hi~. The little puppy was so offended at this 
affront done to his sire, that he asked hiM why he would not 
fall upon them,and tear theM to pieces' To which the sire 
answered,with great composure of Mind,"If there were no curs, 
I should oe no Mastiff." 
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Two particular offenses aGainst good breeding Steele points 
out to his readers. The first (Tatler 09): 
11~ ,!en never consider whether the sick person be disposed 
for cOMpany,but Make their visits to hUMor theMselves. You 
may talk upon this topic,so as to obliee all persons afflicted 
with chronica! ~is~eMpers,RMon8 which I reckon visits. Do not 
think me a sour Man,for I love conversation and My friends; 
but I think one's Most intimate frtend May be too faMiliar, 
ann that there are such things as unseasonable wit,and painful 
mirth." 
The seconn is the offense of staring (8p~ 20): 
"It has indeed been tiMe out of !"lind generally reMarked, 
and as often laMented,that this faMily of starers have 
infested public asseMblies: and I know no other way to obviate 
so great an evil,except,in the case of fixing their eyes upon 
women,so~e male friend will take the part of such as are 
und r the oppression of irnpudence,and encounter the eyes of 
the starers wherever they Meet the~." 
With his ~iddle-class broad-~indedness he does not limit 
this good breeding to the well-born (Tatler 207): 
"The courtier,the trader,and the scho!ar,should all 
~ave an equal pretension to the nenoMination of gentleman. 
That tradeSMan who deals with 11'le in a comMOdity which I do 
not understand,with upriGhtness,has Much More riGht to that 
character,than the courtier that gives Me false hopes,or the 
scholar who laughs at l"lJr ignorance. The appellation of 
gentleman is never to be affixed to a Man's cirCUMstances, 
but to his behaviour run them." 
He even goes so far as to Make good breedill8 a necessity 
in art and letters,Rs is shown in this little extract frOM the 
question and answer colUMn (sp~ 314): 
"Sir, 
Pray be so kind as to let "1e know what you esteeM to 
be the chief qualification of a gOod poet,especially of one 
who writes plays; and you will v ry Much oblige, 
Sir, ~rour ver:' hUI!lble servant, 
N.B. 
Ans. To be a very well-bred Man. 
The Spectator." 
The antithesis of good breeding he pictures in this 
description of a rake (Tatler 27): 
"A Rake is a Man always to be pitied; and if he lives, 
1s one day certainly reclaiMed; for his faults proceed not frOM 
"choice or Incllnation,but froI!l stroTlB passions and appetites, 
which are in youth too violent for th~ curb of reason,~ood 
sense,goon Manners,and good nature: all which he Must have by 
nature an education,before he can be allowed to be,or to 
have been of this order." 
Yet the fOrMalisM of good breeding can be over Mphasized, 
and a good custom may be abused (Sp~ 6): 
"I know of no evil under the sun so great as the abuse 
of the understanding,and yet there is no one vice More C01!lI!lon. 
It has diffused itself through all sexes and qualities of Man-
kind; an there is hardly that person to be found,who is not 
More concernen for the reputation of wit and sense,than 
honesty an virtue." 
Again a custom which is good and appropriate for Borne 
people and SOMe occasions ~ay be Meaningless and therefore 
inappropriate for others (Spec 64): 
"The l"Iost iMproper thlne;s we cOl"ll"lit in the concluct of 
our liv s,we are led into by the force of fashion. Instances 
Might be c;iven,in which a prevailing CUStOM Mak s us act 
against the rules of nature,law,and COMMon sense: but at 
presen I shall confine My cons ideration of the effect it 
·has upon nen's Minds,by looking into our behaviour when it 
is the fashion to go into Mourning. The CUStOM of representing 
th Grief we have for the loss of th clead l:>~r our habits, 
certainly had its rise fDorn the real sorrow of such as were 
too Much istr ssed to take the proper care they oue;ht of 
their dress. In process of tiMe this laUdable nistinction of 
the sorrowful ~as lost,ann Mourning is now worn by heirs and 
widows. You see nothinc; but "1ac;nificence ann sol I'mi ty in the 
equipage of the relict,ann an air of r lease frOM servitude 
in the pOMP of a son who has lost R wealthy father." 
He pictures a lUdicrous situation of over-forMality when 
a squire,judge,and other COMpanions caMe to visit hiM (Tatler 86): 
"I looked out frOM TrW win 0 ,and saw the e ood cOMpa.ny all 
with their hats off,and arMS spreao,offering the door to eRch 
oth r. After 'rTlany offers,the~r e!1teren with Much soleMnity, 
in the order tr. Thrifty was so kind as to naMe theM to Me. 
I, had the r'lisfortune,as they stood C'heek-by-jowl,to desire 
tn~ squire to sit dow before the Justice of the quoruM,to the 
no small satisfac t ion of t~ e forMer, and resent'rTlent of the 
latter." 
T is false d licacy and forMality i s especially apparent 
in the matter of atil'll),ano_ 0 prov this, St eele :raws up a 
ist 0 the rules y which f<1.lse- .1ic<1.t R OY rn their cHet 
an table-~anner (Tatler 14(): 
"The rules ano'1.c;st th 136 false elicates ar to b as 
contradictory as they can b to natur • 
Without expectin[5 the ret'lrn of hung r,th~' at for a 
app tite,and pr pare Ish s,n t t allaY,but to excite it. 
They a T'Ji of not 11 .3 at their tabl .. s in i:'s natural 
forMlor wi~~out SOM , 1s[5ulse. 
Th yare to eat everythtncs be_ore it COl"les 1n season, 
a_d to 1 av it off as soon as it is Good to be eaten. 
T11 y Lre n0t to approve anything t at 1s ac;r eabl 0 
or inary palates; and noth1ncs is to Gra.tify their senses, but 
ha"':. would 0ffend those of their inferiors. 1t 
Back to the 1300 old days! is Steel's cry as a solution 
for th probleM (Tatler t48): 
"I sh<1.ll bee;in with a v.ry .arnest and serious exhortation 
to all My well-n.isposec'l r aders, tllat +Jhe~r would return to 'the 
food of their forefathers,an_ reconcile 'th ~selves to b ef 
and l'T\utton. As for the flesh of laI!lb,veal,chick n,and other 
animals unn_ r aGe, they were th invention of sickly and 
deeen rate palates. The comMon peopl of tlis klne;doM do 
still l{eep up the taste of th ir ancestors; and it 1s to this 
that ,in a c;reat '"'leasure,owe t unparallel d vic tori s that 
have b en gained 1~ t:11S reten: for I would esire My reader 
to consider, hat work our countl"ynen would have Made at 
BlenheiI!l and RaJ'Ttilies,lf they had been fed with fricassees and 
rae;out s . " 
So have we seen Sir Richard describ ,diBcuss,and attack 
th leading social vices of he day. W have B en a pIlocession 
passing before us which includes duelllne;,profanitY,eaMbllng, 
snuff-taklne;,drunkenness,atheisM and anti-Chrlstianity,bad 
bre dine;,and ov r-forMallsI!l,all vices ~ ich seeMed inherent in 
the · society of the reign of Que n Anne, and which have ~Tet a 
strong hold upon our Bocial structur • He has suee sted cures 
for o~e of theM,an o~e of the sue;csestions have met with 
success when put into practlce,but hat can he Bu~gest for vice 
1n seneral? An evil h art and hand will find an outl t in 
anoth r plac if the first openi~~ iB closed. How can th 
g n ral moral standine; of society be raised? Steele answers 
-,,- R.tJ.Davir'l.son 
this question,n()t in anyone paper,but in the ~reat bOdy of 
his work. To quote: 
"Vlhil slowine; that "ice was often co, cealed under a 
veil of refineMent and 11beral1ty,he art)ued t:at th young 
give way to its allureMents froM a false idea of Manliness 
or by way of revol t ~gainst par nt al tyranny. The old puritan 
methods of education had to be softened and hUflanised. He 
argued that children c()uld be kept froM extravagance and 
sensuality only by a sense of self-respect and by awakenlnt) in 
them tender ~emorie8 of a father ()r Mother whom they had 
learnt to love. He then explains h()w the parent or guardian 
must be their COMpa ion, and encouraGe their c()nflr'1.ence if he 
is to understand their c~aracters. "*. 
That Steele realizes 'the difficulty of his reforMinG 
attempt, and that he knows Much of his seed has fallen on stony 
ground,is shown in the followin~ (~atler 76): 
"It is a thing very Much to be laI!lented,that a Man Must 
use a certain cunnin~ to caution people at)ai'nst what it is their 
interest to avoid. All Men will allow that 1t 1s a c;reat and 
heroic work to correct Men's errors, and, at the price of beine 
called a COMMon eneMy,to go on in being a COMMon friend to 
my fellow-subj~cts and citizens. But I aM forced in this work 
to revolve the same thing in ten thousand lights,and cast them 
in as Many forMS to come at Men's Minds and affections,in 
order to lead the innocent in safety,as well as disappoint 
the artifices of hetrayers. Since, therefore , I can Make no 
impreSSion upon the offendinc; aide,I shall 'turn My observations 
upo~ the offended; that 1s to say,I Must whip My children 
for gOing into bad COMpany, instead of railing at bad COMpany 
for ensnarin~ My children." 
Steele's Mission was social refor~ rath r than political, 
but in one or two cases where the social aspect of a political 
situation engaged his interest,he crossed the boundary_ One of 
these cases was that of lec;acies. In satire he pr sents a will 
deeding the estate to the first born. This is not the only 
attack upon the institution of primogeniture made in this age 
(Tatler 223): 
"Therefore,in full and perfect health of body,and a 
sound Mind,not knowing which of I"1Y children will prove better 
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"or worse,I give to My first born,be he. perverse,ungrateful, 
iPlpious,or cruel,the lUMP and bulk of Ply estate; and leave 
one year's purchase only to each of My younger children, 
whether they shall be brave or beautiful,Modest or honorable, 
from the time of the date hereof, wherein I resign my senses. II 
He cOMments upon the foolishness of the m thod of choice 
for public office (Tatler 41): 
"It is not that you are fit for the place,but because 
the place would be convenient for you,that you claiI!l a JT\erit 
to it." 
Not satisfied with attackiYlB the vices of society and 
human inter-relatione,Steele turns hiMself against the JT\ost 
human of human failings. It has been said that hUMan nature 
is not to be chaneed by laws or arguMente ,b!t the brave Sir 
Richard 1s not to be daunted by such conditions. He 1s out to 
reform British society,and if it is necessary to reform the 
whole hUMan race in so cloing,he is rea(ly to uno_ertake the job. 
He will start in youth and change the natu.re of Man (Tat!~ 30): 
"The vir;11ance, the anxiety, the tenderness, which I h8.ve 
for the l300d people of England,! aM perauaded,will in time 
be much comPlencled; but I doubt ?Th ther they will ev I' be 
rewarded. However,I ""!ust go on cheerfully in My work of 
reforMation: that being My ereat design,I am studious to 
prevent my labour's increasing upon Mei therefore aM 
particularly observant of the teM~er ann inclination.s of 
childhood and youth,that we may not give vice and folly 
supplies from the erowlne generation." 
The first failin[5 in hUMFl.n nature which Jl'I ts with his 
disapproval is affectation, "Showing-off," appearlne; to be that 
which one is not. He certainl~r has not succe ded in curing the 
human race of that fault,hut he has Mad people laugh at their 
own fallinee,and that is a sure road to reform. Let us first 
B e what quality he desires to find in r!len (Tatler 86): 
"Hodesty is the "irtue vlhich !'lakes men prefer the puhlic 
to ttteir nri"ate interest,the Guide of every honest und r-
taking,and the ereat ~uardian of innocence. It makes ~en 
amiable to their friends, and respected 'by their ',ery eneMies. 
"In all places, and on all occnsions,it at rants benevolence, 
and .e!'1ands approbat!on." 
But modesty is not the outst.anai1l8 virtue of Men,and 
certainly not of yount) TTIen (Sp!tQ. 145): 
"There are s veral of this sort of fellows 1n town,who 
wager the~selves into statesMen,historians,B ographers, 
rnathe1"'latlcians,ancl ev r~r other art,when the p rsons with 
whOfTl they +,alk have not wealth equal to their learning. I 
beg of you to prevent, in these ~rounc;st re, +.his co."p nnious way 
to wisdom,which Qosts other people so Much tiMe and pains." 
So far have SOMe of the gone,that they cannot boast of 
imaginary virtues,so th y eeds "lust boast of vices with which 
they have never had the remotest connection (Tatler 77): 
"As bali. as the worl. is, I find b~' very strict observation 
upon virtue and vice,t.hat if Men appear a no "orse than they 
really are,I should have less work than I 8M at present 
obliS d to unrlertak for their reforMation. They have 
generally take. up a kind of inverted aMbition, ana affect 
even fa Its and iMperfections of which they ar innocent." 
This approbation of vice has spr,ad ev to the country 
gentry,who formerly prided theMselves upon their good solid 
honesty (Tatl~ 180): 
"The goocl old way aMOn£) the gentry of Enelcmcl, to Maintain 
their preeminence 0" r the low r rank,was by their bounty, 
munificence,and hospitality; ann it is a ',ery unhappy change, 
if at present,by theT"lselves or their agents, the luxury of the 
gentry is supported by the crenit of the tra(ler. tI 
The city-dw ller of means considers that his money 3iV s 
him license to act as he pleases (Tatler 144): 
"As the Matter now st,ands, every Man takes it in his head, 
that he has a liberty to spend his Money as he pleases. The 
horses and slaves of the rich tak up th whol Btr~ t: while 
we peripatetics are very Blac'l. to watch an o!lportuni~y to 
whisk across a pa8sa~e,very tha.nkful that we ar, not run ov r 
for interruptin3 the machine that carri s in it a person neither 
More ha~dsoT!le,wlse,or valiant,than the TTlea ast of us." 
An exaT!lple of this "showlnB-off" by the insle;nificant T!len 
1s the misuse of th title esquire (Tatler 19): 
"This trusty cOMpanion was st~rlen h1s aqulr; and was 
always fit for any offices a1:>out hiM; was a gentle and chaste 
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"as a BentleT'!an usher,Cluick ann. activ as an equerry,sMooth 
and eloquent as the ~a8ter of cereMonies . A Man thus qualified 
was the first,as the ancients affirM,Vfho was callen an esquire; 
and none without these accoMplishMents uoc;ht to aSSUMe our 
order: but,to the utter disGrace and co~fusion of the heralds, 
every pretender is ad1"f1ittecl into this fraternlty,even persons 
the most foreidn to this courteous instItution." 
The state ot En3lish civilization he BUMS up in the 
following words (Tatler 52): 
"Thus we see,every Man is the Maker nf his own fortune; 
and what is very odd to conslder,he Must in SOMe Measure he 
the tru~peter of his own faMe; not that Men are to be 
tolerated who directl~7 prai se the1"f1 sel vea; but the!r are to be 
endowed with a sort of defensive eloquence,by which they 
shall be capable always of express1ng the rules and arts 
whereby they Bovern the!l1sel"es. 1l 
Pride of place or of birth nexts rec ives the buffets of 
his scorn. His tenets are clear (S;;:,~ 340): 
"It is the uty of a c;reat person so to cleTlJ an hiMself, 
as that whatever enclowments he May have , he ['lay appear to 
value hiMself upon no qualities but such as any Man May arrive 
at: he ouc;ht to think no Tl1an "aluable but for his public 
spirit,ju9tice and integrity; and all other ennoWrJents to be 
steeMed only as they contribute to the exerting those virtues." 
EspeCially does he find the overweening pride of ac;e in its 
weig~t of years and supposed soundness of judC;T1Jest unbearable 
and unjustifiaQle (Spec 336): 
"The stronBest are;u"1ent s are enervated, ano. the bric;~test 
evinence isap~ears,before those tremendous reasonincs and 
dazzlin0 disco'reries of venerable oln. aee: You are youn~ 
giddy-headed fellows,you have not yet had experience of the 
world. Thus we young folks find our ambition cramped,and our 
laZiness 1n ulBed,since,while youne;,we have little :bOOM to 
display (JUrselves; and,when old,the weal{nSSB of nature must 
pass for strength of sense,and we ho~e that hoary heads will 
raise us abov the attacks of contra.diction. 1t 
Useless as such an attack T1Ja~T seeJ'lllhe noes not hesitate to 
inveieh ac;ainst the petty prevarications of life (Sp~ 448): 
"The first steps towarns ill are ',ery car fully to be 
avolded,for men insensibly GO on when they are once entered, 
and do not keep up a lively abhorrence of the least unworthi-
ness. There is a certain fri~olous falsehood that people 
indulBe theMs lves in, which ouc;ht to be had in 3reater 
detestatlon than it COTl1"1only J'Ileets with: what I Mean is a 
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Itnet;lect of proP1ises P1ane on sMall and indifferent occasions, 
such as parties of pleas~re,entertaln~ents,and SOM ti~es 
Meetings out of curiosity in l"len of like faculties to be in 
each other's c oT"lpany • " 
Flattery of those in hieb place,one of our Most cOMMon 
failings,next falls under th ban (Sp~ 400) : 
"Thus all the worcls of lordship,honour,and e;race,are 
only repetitions to a nan,that the ki~ has ornered hiM to 
be calle';' so; but no evidences that there is an~r~hine; in 
hi~self that would e;ive the l"lan who applies to hlP1 those 
ideas,without th creatio:1 of :!:lis "'1aster." 
Self-f.lattery is ev worse in its results (Sp~ ~82): 
' ''That hich pronuces the greatest part. of t e ;,>o_lut.io!ls 
of mankind,is a false hope which people indule;e ith so 
sanguine a flattery to theMselves, that their hearts are bent 
upon fantastical advantases which they had no re Ft. flon to 
believe should ever have arrived to thet!l . By this unjust 
measure of calculating their happiness, they often Mourn with 
real affliction for iMaginary losses . " 
ThJ evils of avarice are shown clearly in his Rdvlce to 
princes, especially to Louis XI". If the "grand Monarque" had 
taken this sound advice, how different Modern histor~T Might 
have been! (Sp~ 180): 
"How should there 'be industry in a country where all 
property is precarious9 ~at subject will sow his land that 
his prince May reap the whole harvest' Will any l"lan save 
to-day what he has a reason to fear will be tak n frOM hiM 
to-morrow? And where is the enconn§,geMent for T'larr~ringQ Will 
any man think of raising children without any assurance of 
clothina for their backs,or so ~uch as fooa for their bellies?" 
Women haye no Monopoly upon scandal,and Men are often 
inclined to speak evil of their fellow-citizens without cause. 
This sin of Ii belling is branded scornfullJ by Steele (Spec 427): 
"Little minds think fame consists in the nUMber of votes 
they haye on their side among the Multltude , whereas it is 
really the inseparable follower of good and worthy actions. 
Fame is as natural a follower of Merit,as a shadow is of a 
bOdy. It is true I when crowns press upon you, this shadow 
cannot be seen~but when they separate frOM around you,it will 
again appear . Were it not for the pleasure of speaking ill, 
there are nUMbers of people who are too lazy to eo out of 
their own houses, and too ill-natured to open their lipe in 
conversation." 
-36- H.C.navidson 
By a deep insight into hUMan nature,Ste Ie. discovers th 
reason for the acceptance of libe'lling (Tatler 92): 
"We rej ect Many Minent virtue s if th yare aCCOMIH1.nied 
with one apparent weakness. The reflectine after this Manner 
Ma e "Ie account for the strange 0.elieht Men take in readi ne 
la"Ipoons and scandal,with which the age abounn.s and of which 
I receive frequent cOMplaints. Upon Mature consid ration,I 
find it is principally for this reason, that th worst of 
"la~~ind,the libellers,recelve so Much encouraGeM nt frOM the 
world, The low race of Men take a secret pleasure in flndinB 
an e"1inent character levelled to their condition by a report 
of its rtefects; and keep ther'lselves in count nance,though 
they are excelled in a thousand virtues,if they believe they 
have in COMMon with a great person anyone fault. 1t 
Self-satisfaction and the idlen ss evo' ving therefroM 
is described and condeMned as follows (Sp~ 374): 
"There 1s a fault,which,tho cOMMon, wants a naMe. It is 
th very contrary to procrastination: as we lose the present 
hour by dela~r1UB frOM day to 0.ay to execute what we ought to 
do iMmediately; so Most of us take occasion to sit still and 
throw awa~r the tiMe in our posseSSion, by retrospect on what 
is past, iMagining w have already acquitted ourselves,and 
stablished our characters in the si3ht of Mankind. 1t 
The virago with her fierce scolding MUSt not be passed by 
without SOMe conderrmation (Tatler 2'7): 
"I take the Bully aMong Men,and the Scold al'1lonB WOMen, 
to draw the foundations of their actions frOM the saMe defect 
in the T'1inct. A bully thinks honour consists wholly in beifiB 
brave; and therefore has regard to no one rule of life if he 
preserves hi~self frOM the accusation of cowardice. The 
froward WOMan knows chastity to b th first merit in a 
wO"Ian,an~ t~erefore,slnce no one can call her one u ly naMe, 
sh calls all Mankind all the rest." 
And now a bit of poetic advice to these viragos how they 
can Make their husbands agreeable (Tatler 2): 
"Such beauty would the coldest husband warM, 
But your provokine tongue undoes the charm: 
Be silent and c01"lplyinB. YOU'll soon find 
Sir John without a M d'cine will be kind." 
I am sure the HUMane Society or the Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to AniMals would have present d our author 
with a medal for the following sentiMent (Tatler 134): 
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"The virtu s of tenderness,coTTlpassion,and.huManlty,are 
those by which Men are distinguish rr frOM brutee,a~ Much as 
by reason itself; and it would be the 3reatest reproach to 
a nation,to rristinc;uish itself froM all others by any defect 
in these particular virtues. For which reasons,I hope that 
My dear countrYMen will no lon3er expose theMselves 1~r an 
ffusion of blood,wheth r it be of theatrical heroes,cock~, 
or any oth r innocent aniTT\al~,which we are not obli3ed to 
slaUGhter for our safety,coYlvenience,or nourishMent. When 
any of these ends are not served in the rrestructlon of a 
living creature,I cannot but pronounc it but a 3reat piece 
of cruelty,if not a klnrr of rlUrd r.t! 
Sir Richard pos~essed that rare quality aTTlong M n of being 
able to see lJoth sides of a question. Certainly the servant 
probleM has wrinkled the brows of a thousand 3 nerations,but 
surely no More broa~-Minded view ha~ been taken of the caee 
than is shown in the two following passag s. The first eives the 
situation frOM the errtpboyer's viewpoint (Spec 88): 
"There is no part of the world wher s rvcmts have those 
pri vileges ann advantag s as in En31and; theJT have no 1'{here 
else such plentiful niet,large wa(jes,or indu13 nt liberty: 
there is no place wherein they labour les8,and yet where hey 
are so little respectful,~ore wasteful,More n gli~ent,or 
wh r'e they so frequ ntly chane;e their Masters. t! 
An wher in li s the cause of this attitud ., The question 
is answ red frOM the servant's angle (Spec 137): 
"There is sonet:ling very unaccountabl ,that p ople can 
not put theMselves in the cond1tion of th persons l~low theM 
when they consi<'ter the COMT'1aYl s they Give. But there is 
nothing TT10re cOTllMon,than to see a fellow (who,1f he were 
reduced to it, would not b hiren by any Man living) laMent 
that he is troubled with th Most w rthless nags in nature. 
It would,perhaps,be runninG too far out of COMMon life to 
urge, that he who is not T'1aster of hiMself and hi8 own passions, 
cannot lJe a proper T'1ast r of another." 
Before your eyes has now passed a panoraMa of th vices of 
hUMan natur ,such as affectation,pride,prevaricat .. io"l,flatt rJT, 
avaric ,libelling,s If-satisfaction,sc Iding,cruelt~r to dUMb 
beasts, and thoughtless-ness toward servants. Can we say that it 
was all in vain? Was there not p rhape on heart brought back to 
right ousness by this nobl preachinc;? Surely there was SOMe 
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truth in these worr1s froM a corres'pondent (Sp~ 208): 
"You are one that doth not only pretend to reforT'l,but 
effects it aT'lofll3 people of any. sense." 
And yet the uselessness of theBe atteMpted r forT'ls of the 
nature of T'Ian he expresses hiT'lself (Tatler 67): 
"No T'Ian can conc tve,until he COMe to try it,how ereat 
a pain it is to be a public-spirited person. I aT'l sure! aT'l 
unable to express to the world how I3reat anxiety ! have 
9uffered,to see of how little benefit T'Iy lucubrations have 
been to T'Iy fellow subjects." 
'11d Steele sugl3eSt and effect. these ref OrT'lS, or was he 
merely ' the T'louthp1ece of a great rcfor!!l T'loveT'lent which was 
carry1n13 all before 1t4) This latter v1ew is upheld by the best 
author1ties,who say: 
"Steele and Addison ar writers of talent who rose alMost 
to gen1us because they 1ntultively collaborated with the spirit 
of the1ral3e. The tiMe han cOT'le when England was weary of all 
the "mediaeval fanaticism,brutality,and pr judice,which had 
risen to the surface in the civil war . The feUd which Greene, 
a century before,had sYl!lbolized as 'a quaint dispute betwe n 
the velvet breeches and the cloth breeches' had entered upon 
its last phase. 'Totarie!! of Caroline ele()ance and dissipation 
had beco~e a set apart. They stlll had all the glaMor of wealth 
and fashion; but they had lost their influence on the civilization 
of the country. The t!!lddl hlass had broken away from their 
leadership a~n had pressed fODward to the' front rank of national 
progress. A new London had sprung up since the great flre,and, 
with 1t,a 3eneration of Londoner!! whose teMperaT'lent and occupa-
tions led ther'l to forM a standard of cuJ.ture,honour,and religion 
p culiar to theT'lsebTes. The victory of 'cloth breeches' was not 
complete until Steele and Addison had rliscovered in what quarter 
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to look for the rrtove"lent ann in what forTTl to r veal to TT1en their 
own inea!!! . " ~ 
But.as students of literature , we are justly more inter sted 
in Steele's literary reforMs than in his social reforms . H , 
however , did not hold the saMe view. A £jreat deal of the literary 
reform wa!!! entrusted entir ly to Addison,who reproduces alMost 
the whole o~ Paradise ~ in hi!!! criticiSMS of ~ilton. Steele, 
however,was not behind-hand in a refomation of £jeneral literary 
evils . He was a constant nefender of the classics,an encourac;er 
of Shake!!!pearean reanine and acting , and an apostle of 1~ilton. 
For instance, {Tatler 6): 
"All 1ilton's thou£jhts are wonderfully just and natural . 1t 
It is e~pecially in the nraMa,where he did creative and 
critical as well as Manaeerial work , that we find "lost of his 
literary criticiSMS . e Must reMeMber that two of the ori£jinal 
four nepartMents of the Tatler were to neal with literature, 
th Grecian Coffee House having the classics,and Will's dealing 
with More Modern work!!! . In the very first paper we find the 
drama eiven a place of iMpDrtance (Tatler ,>: 
"On Thurs1.ay last was acted, for the "benefit of ·1r . 
Betterton,the celebrated comedy called Love for Love . Tnere 
has not "been known so £jreat a concourse of persons of 
distinction as at that tiMe . This unusual encoura£jerrtent. 
which was eiven t() a play for the aclvantac;e of so c;reat an 
actor,gives an un eniable instanc ,t:lat the true relish for 
"lanly entertainrrtents ann rational pleasur s is not wholly 
lost . " 
He defenns the theatre ac;ainst the charee of iMMorality 
so CO"lMOn at this tiMe (Tatler 3): 
"I cannot be of the saMe opinion with My friend!!! and 
fellqw-laborers, the reforners of Manners. in t,h ir s verity 
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"towards plays; but Must allow,that a BOOn. play,acted before 
a well-bred audience, TI1ust raise yer~' proper inci teM~mts to 
~ood behaYiour,and be the Most quick ann. Most prevailing 
TI1ethod of i)ivine; young people a turn of sense and 'breeding." 
In a cri ticisfT! of ~'cherly' s "Countr~' ife" he excusee the 
rather iTl1T11oral flavor as follows eTatler 3): 
"A poet had at that t tMe n.iscoYere(l his want of knowing 
the qanners of the court he liyed in,by a virtuous character 
in his fine BentleT'lan,Rs he would show his iBnorance by n.rawing 
a vici ous one to pleaee the pre sent audienc ." 
The lee; ltiMate play receives all his praise; the opera can 
obtain none. He has no love for TI1usic,nor for Italian,as he 
shows here {Tatler 4): 
"Letters frOM the HaY-Market inforM us, that on Sa.turday 
night last, the Opera of p~rrr' us and '!)eMetrius was pe r forMed 
with e;reat applause. This intelligence is not very acceptable 
to us friends of the theatre; for the stae;e being an enter-
tain lent of the reason and all our f aculties, this way of 
beine; pleaeen. with the suspense of theM for t,hre hours 
together,ann. being e;iven up to th shallow satisfaction of 
the eye s a.nn ears only, seeMS to arise vath r frOM the 
ee;enerac y of our understanding,t~an an iMprov Ment of our 
n.1:visions. That the un(lerst Fl.nrl i ne; has no part 1n the pleasure 
is evident, froM W a t these letters very positiyely assert, 
to wit,t~at a Great part of th perforMance wa e don in 
Italian. " 
The n.raTl1Fl.tic taste of London h e considers a terrible 
tribulation for the actors (Tatler 8): 
"Of all rlen l ivine; I pity play 1"s t hat they are obli :; n 
to repeat ann < . SUMe proper cestlr e s for represent! ~ things 
of whic11 their reason Must b ,s' Fl.'''' ~r'l. anrt wh ich t ' e~' MUS~ 
disdain their au ience for Rppr ovtn3 . Tl e ;r"lenn.Ment~ of these 
low e;rati! ications is onl y to 'be M.Fl. b~r eopl of conni tlon, 
by encouragin3 th representatt on of t' e noble characters 
. drawn by Shakespeare ane1 others, f r OM w110nce it is iMpossible 
to return without etr()nl) iMprc:'H'Il 6 of honou.r and hUMa.ni ty. 
On these occasione,nistres8 i s laid before us with all its 
causes and consequenc s, ~n our resentMent placed according 
to the ~erit of th p reons afflicted. Wer draMas of this 
nature More acceptfl ble to tIl taste of the t0wn,l'len who have 
genius woulr'l. bend their st,udies to excel in thel!l." 
To pro"e t hat st ele 'believed in the conecientious 
1" production of dr Fl.Matic works,it is only nee ssar~r to quote 
this pFl.BBFl.ge (Tatl~ R9): 
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"There is nothine; Tflore ridiculous than for an actor to 
insert words of _ is own in the part he is to ac~,so that it 
is iM~ossible to see the poet for the player." 
One of the ~ore d finite objects of his attacks is the 
writin~ of Meaninsles8 dedications (Tatl r 177): 
"Were it Granted that praises in dedications w re 
proper topics,what is it that ~ive8 a Man authority to 
cO"l"lend,or what l"lakes it a favour to Me that he rloes COMMend 
"le? It is certain,that there is no praise valuable but froM 
the praiseworthy," 
Pun! inB,even more COl"lMOn then than it 1s now,calls down 
his wrath (Tatler 32): 
"The evils of this town increase upon 1'1e to 80 c;reat 
a de~ree, t21at I aM half afraicl I shall not leave the world 
better than I found it. Several worthy ~entleMen and critics 
have applied to Me,to give my censure of an enorMity which 
has b en revived, after being long suppressed,arirl 1s called 
punniU5' I have several arc;uMents rearly to prove that he 
cannot be a Man of honour, who is c;uil t~r of this abuse of 
hUT11an society," 
Continuirm in the saMe v in (Sp c 504): 
"That which we call punnin~ is greatly affected by Tl'len 
of sMall intellects. These l'I'Jen need not be concerned with you 
for the whole sentence,but if they can say a quaint thing, 
or brine; in a word vvhich sounds like anyone word you have 
spoken to theM,they can turn the discourse,or distract ~rou 
so that you cann0t e;o on, anc't, by consequence, if they cannot 
be as itty as ~rou are,they can hinder you b .. ing any wittier 
than they are." 
Beine; an author who published SOMe books,Steel naturally 
is a fi~hter for SOMe sort of copyrie;ht on his works. Book 
pirates are to hiM the SCUM of the earth (Tatler 101): 
"These Miscreants are a set of wretches we authors 
call pirates, who print any book,poeJ1l,or s rMon,as soon as 
it appears in the world,in a SMaller voluMe; and sell it, 
as all other thieves do stolen e;oods,at a cheaper rate. I 
was in My rac;e callin~ theM rascals,plund~rers,robbers, 
highwaJ"len, But they ackn0wled~e all that,ancl are pleased 
with t :10se,as well as any 0ther tltles; nay,will print theM 
themselve!l,to turn the penny." 
The pla~iar1st is a criMinal of the saMe color (sp~ 546): 
"All ~hat I wa- ~ t 1 t th h t r 
- OJ ~o.!.ng ,,0 say a )oU J 'J e ones ~T 0 an 
author in the sale of hls ware 1Vae,that he ought to own 0.11 
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"that he had borrowed froM others , and lay in a clear li~ht 
all tnat he c;ives his spectators for their ;tloney,with an 
account of the first "lanufacturers . " 
In his reforM of l1terary style,he accoMplished More by 
exa"l,le than by precept . We can all reMeMber how Franklin 
r wrote the .§pecta tor in order that he MiC;ht attain a st~rle, 
or how Stevenson worked nic;ht and day to acquire the polish 
of Steele ann Add1son. There was a good background for this 
chane;e in style in the conversation of the ttm , as it has been 
clearly shown • 
"The Ro~ral Soc iety had already started a MoveMent against 
redundance of phrase; but it May well be doubted wh ther the 
protests of Pratt,Evelyn,and South would have had lastine 
effect without the influence of coffe -houses . The Man who has 
formen his Mind by int rcourse 1s More versatile and alert than 
h whose intellect has e;rown b~' readin8 , and he has l,arnt to 
speak in short SiMpl sent nc s,because the ear cannot,like the 
ey ,follow lone; p rions . oreover,he Must abandon the phrase-
oloey of books,b cause the written word han lone; aSSUM d a 
formal, alMost i~personal,air,an Must borrow turns ann phrases 
froM nail~r parlance to C;i ve an indi vinual tough to his th ories . ,,* 
Steele,therefore,was workinc; for a concis ,precis style, 
which requires careful handline; (Tatler 9): 
"Instead of Bach ac;reeable works as thes , the town has 
for half an ac;e been torMented with insects called Easy 
Wri ters, whose abilities Hr , \1ycherl~r one day d Bcri bed 
excellently well in one word: "That,' says h , 'arJOnB thes 
fellows is called easy wrttlIlB, which anyone Ma~r easily write!" 
He is not content,however, to allo the st~rle of th coff 
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house to dOTTJ.inate the st!"le for wrltine; (Tatl r 6 ): 
"But there 1s a wit for ~.i6courae,and a wlt for writing. 
1:he easiness and faflli11arity of the first is not to savour 
in the 1 ast of studYj out the ,xactness of the other is to 
adTTJ.lt of sOfllethin3 l_ke the freedofll of discourse,especially 
in treatises of hU"'1ani t!", ann, what rec;ards the belles lettres. II 
Wil1iaTTJ. Dea Howells would prooably have declared that 
th~ realist ~oveTTJ.ent in literature be~an with the foll.wine; 
passae;e (Tatler 172) : 
"Inste 'l.d of such ~lie;h pass ~es, I was think!n~ it would 
b of c;reat use, if any bo ~r c uld hit it, to lay 'before the 
world such a.yentures as 'be_al persona not xalted aooye the 
CO"'1YrJon level. This,"'1et 0u'e;ht,would 'better prevail upon the 
oldinary race of Men; who re so prepossessed with outward 
appearanc s,t'l1at they Mistake fortune for nature,an believe 
n0thin~ can relate to theM, that oes not happen to such as 
live and look like thefllselves." 
Vet he is Most etTIphattcally n~t a pr acher odr naturalietTl 
or sadisrn,for he says (Tatler 108): 
"I couln.. never read any of 0ur fIlodish French authors, 
0r those of our own country,who are the ifllitators and adfllirers 
of that trifllne; nation,wlthout beine; for sOflle tlflle out of 
hUTTJ.0ur with Myself,and at eyerythil15 al)out Me. Their business 
is,to ~eprec!ate hum.an nature,Rnn consider it. under its 
orst appearRnces." 
One of the ereatest services which Steele r,nnered in the 
Ii terary ,'{orld was that of turninr; the attention of readers to 
the !1'loral qualities of literature. It has been authoritatively 
said: 
"At a tiMe when the Most enlightened critics adfllired a 
poet for his rhetoric,Steele d!scpvered in Shak speare and 
J~ilton the sublime fIloralists of fIliddle-class llfe,quotinB frotTl 
their pages to show where the everyday virtues of fidelity,pity 
and conjugal love have founn their purest and noblest expression. 
He oes not ,however, eeek to iMpress t l-ils view on hie public. 
He never taue;ht hi s r 'aners how to J look for Moral and spiritual 
" -
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guidance in literature. They are left to glean what they can 
from chance utter nnces . Had it been otherwise,these papers 
would have been the most remarkable critical production of 
Steele's generation." * 
To turn now from the more specifically literary reforms 
to the general reforms before we cluse,we must first ask~ 
what in society and life was the central object of his 
attacks. The answer to this is found in his own words, 
(Tatler 12): 
"You are to understand that simplicity of behaviour 
which is the perfection of good breeding and good sense, 
is utterly lost in the world; and in the room of it there 
are started a thousand little inventions,which men, barren 
of better things,take up in the place of it." 
He is striving,then,for a return to simplicity in 
behaviour. Of course the greatest obstacle to this reform 
was countenanced vice. Therefore we find most of his bitterest 
attacks directed against this bulwark (Tatler 191): 
"Of all the evils under the sun, that of making vice 
commendable is the greatest; for it seems to be the basis 
of society,that applause and contempt should be always 
given to proper objects. But in this age we behold things, 
for which we ought to have an abhorrence,not only received 
without disdain, but even valued as motives of emUlation. 
This is naturally the destruction of simpliCity of manners, 
openness of heart,and generosity of temper." 
He defends himself from the charge of muck-raking in 
the following terms (Spec 286): 
"True delicacy,as I take it,consists in exactness of 
JUdgment and dignity of sentiment,or if you will,purity 
of affection,as this is opposed to corruption and grossness . 
There are pedants in breeding as well as in learning. 
The ~ye that cannot bear the light is not delicate,but 
sore. A good constitution appears in the soundness and 
vigour of the parts ,not in the squeamishness of the stomach-
and a false delicacy is affectation,not politeness . What ' 
* Cambridge Hist. of Egg. Lit. Vol.IX p. 47 
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"then can be the standard of delicacy but truth and virtue?" 
But at the same time he can reveal the faults of the 
critic with equal frankness (Tatler 29): 
"It is a particular observation I have always made, 
that of all mortals a critic is the silliest; for,by 
enuring himself to examine all things,whether they are of 
consequence or not,he never looks upon anything but with 
a design of passing sentence upon it; by which means he 
is never a companion,but always a censor. This makes him 
earnest upon trifles,and dispute on the most indifferent 
occasions with vehemence." 
The reasons for all of his refo!'IIling work,and the reasons 
for his discontinuing it,are summed up in a few words (Tatler 271): 
"The general purpose of the whole has been to recommend 
truth,innocence,honour,and virtue,as the chief ornaments 
of life; but I considered,that severity of manners was 
absolutely necessary to him ,ho would censure others,and 
for that reason,and that only,chose to talk in a mask. 
I shall not carry my humility so far as to call myself a 
vicious man,but at the same ti~e must confess,my life 
is at best but pardonable. And,with no greater character 
than this,a man lVould make but an indifferent progress 
in attacking prevailing and fashionable vices,which :Mr. 
Bickerstaff has done with a freedom of spirit,that would 
have lost both its beauty and efficacy,had it been 
pretended to by Mr. Steele." 
And now,as a result of all these attempts at reform, 
what reward awaits the hero? Nought but debts in the world 
of facts,and in the minds of future generations a lace 
subordinate to his assi stant. If this paper has done no 
more than make one mind acknowledge the genius of Sir Richard 
Steele,it has justified its existence. I am sorely tempted 
to close in a eulogy of that brave man, but I could find no 
better one than that which c~oses the £pectator (Sp~ 532): 
"I I n courts icentious,and a shameless stage, 
How long the war shall wit with virtue wage? 
Enchanted by this prostituted fair, 
Our youth run headlong in the fatal snare: 
In height of rapture clasp unheeded pains, 
And suck pollution through their tingling veins. 
Thy spotless thoughts unshocked the priest 
may hear, And the pure vestal in her bOsom wear. 
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"To conscious blushes,and diminished pride, 
Thy glass betrays what treacherous love would hide; 
Nor harsh thy precepts,but infus'd by stealth, 
Please while they 4ure,and cheat us into health. 
Thy works in Chloe's toilet gain a part, 
And with his tailor share the fopling s heart: 
Lash I d in thy satyr, the penurious ci t --
Laughs at himself,and finds no harm in wit: 
From felon gamesters the raw squire is free, 
And Britain owes her rescued oaks to thee. 
His miss the frolic viscount fears to toast, 
Or his third cure the shallow Templar boast; 
And the rash fool,who scorned the beaten road, 
Dares quake at thunder,and confess his God. 
The brainless , stripling,who,expelled to town, 
Damnld the stiff college and pedantlck gown, 
Aw'd by thy Bame,ia dumb,and thrice a week 
Spells uncouth Latin,and pretends to Greek. 
A sauntring tribe I such born to wide estates, 
With Yea and No in senates hold debates: 
At length despised,each to his fields retires, 
First with the dogs,and King amidst the squires: 
From pert to stupid sinks supinely down, 
In youth a coxcomb, and in age a clown. 
Such readers scorned,thou wingst thy daring flight 
Above the stars,and tread'st the fields of light: 
Fame,Heaven,and Hell are thy eXalted theme, 
And visions such as Jove himself might dream." 
FINIS 
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